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ABSTRACT

Neoclassical resonant-plateau transport in a minimum-B

anchored tandem mirror is calculated in an experimentally

observed case that a magnetic flux tube of an equipotential

contours is not circular at the central cell.
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Neoclassical radial transport '"3 is one of the most important

processes in considering the plasma confinement in tandem mirrors. In

nonambipolar transport which is experimentally separable from other

transports 4"6 , the neoclassical resonant diffusion has been confirmed

to be the dominant process 5. Remarkable vulnerability of the

nonambipolar transport to asymmetries of the radial potential profiles

has been pointed out in 7MY-1/ 6 . Though the nonambipolar transport

may be controlled by means of segmented end plates connected to radial

limiters through high resistance 5, the effect of asymmetries of the

potential onto the neoclassical transport is of great interest. In

this letter, the contribution of nonaxisymmetric components of the

potential profile is evaluated by means of perturbation method of the

neoclassical resonant transport theory. Magnetic and potential

profiles of the G4AM 10 tandem mirror 5-7 are employed as a specific

example, and a clear difference from ThfX-U * configuration is pointed

out.

Figure 1 shows the two dimensional plots of the electrostatic

potential at the barrier in GA.WIA 10 as determined with Au° beam

probe 8 . In G&frlA 10 a circular magnetic flux starting at the central

cell becomes circular again at the barrier and the plug in the each

end mirror cell. It is supposed from Fig.l that the equipotential

contours at the central cell may not conform to the circular cross

section of the magnetic flux tube. The problem is how much the

neoclassical transport is enhanced due to the deviation of the

noncircular equipotential contour from the circular magnetic flux

surface.



The electrostatic potential is dominantly determined by the

aceECRH power density distribution on the 4!=ace resonance surface 9"12

at the plug. Here ace is the electron cyclotron frequency and a is

the wave frequency. In G # M 10 micro-wave is injected upwards in

both plugs. The equipotential contours of each plug are smoothly

mapped to those on the other side even though the magnetic flux tube

is twisted at the anchors by 7r/2 relative to each other. The ExB

drift is much larger than the VB drift in the present GAN>IA 10

parameters. Therefore, the azimuthal drift of particles proceeds

dominantly along the drift surface which consists of the magnetic

field lines threading the equipotential contour. The magnetic flux

tube on which the plasma density and temperature are constant may not

be circular at the central cell. In analyzing the radial transport,

we try to determine the particle flux across the noncircular magnetic

flux surfaces which conform to the equipotential contours. As far as

the noncircularity is small, the analysis can be made by a

perturbation method starting from the results established for the

circular potential contours 5.

There are two kind of effects of noncircular cross section on the

neoclassical transport. One is that the magnitude of magnetic field

line curvature changes along the contour because the curvature is

proportional to the radius r. Another is that the surface of magnetic

flux tube rotates so that the normal curvature also drives the

particle drift across the magnetic surface. Referring to Fig.t, we

describe a contour of equipotential surface r(6) with Fourier series,
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r(0) = r0 ( 1 + £ frfc(ro)sina-e ] (1)

where 6 is the azimuthal coordinate scaled at the central cell, and ro

is the average radius of the magnetic flux tube at the central cell.

The inclination angle 0(r,6) of the surface against the circle r=r<)

may also be represented by Fourier expansion as

0(r,e) = Y, eek(ro)cos2fc6 , (2)

where S(r,0) is the angle between the tangents of the circle of a

radius ro and the noncircular surface.

An ion on a magnetic flux surface with circular potential profile

undergoes a radial displacement Ar and an azimuthal displacement rAd

during its one bounce motion along magnetic field line 5. Then the

radial displacement dr"°" across the noncircular magnetic flux surface

is given as

j r"on = A r • cosQ - r A 6 • sin©

~ Ar - rJO-0 , (3)

where Ar and rJ9 are described as 25

Ar = a(r,c,fi) cos {2(6 + /<?)) , (4)
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rAB = - a(r,e,AO sin (2(6 + 0)} - b(r,e,ju) . (5)

Here e, n are the energy, magnetic moment of a particle, respectively,

and 0 is measured from the plane where the radial displacement is at a

maximum. The angle 0 is zero on one side and K/Z on the other side of

the central cell corresponding to the minimum B mirror cells rotating

TT/2 with each other.

Reminding that a is proportional to r, the effects to a of

noncircular equipotential surface at the central cell may be given as

a(r,e,n) = a(?•<),£,/J) C 1 + Jjk ?ric(ro)sin2fc9 ) . Hereafter we define

ao=a(ro,e,H) and bo=b(ro,c,A() for simplicity. The GAMBIA 10 data in

Fig.l indicate that the dominant terms of (r-\ are f-9| and f'92, so

that we retain only the two terms in Eqs.(1) and (2). From

Eqs.(l)-(5) we obtain

Ar"*" ~ ao cos (2(6 + 0)} + gcio C?r2 - ?82] sin (2(6 - 0)}

+ |ao Cfri + ?8i) sin {2(26 + 0)( '+ b0f
8i cos {26}

+ boi$2 cos {46} , (6)

taking up the linear terms of f r-9fc up to fc = 2. Using Eq. (6) we

obtain the equation for the position of the particle's intersection at

the central cell as,
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d9 J_cd_AJ. . _x_<Ul M
At ~ t d t d ~ t

J_J __Ul M2A1 n\
At ~ tii de ti, dr0 ~ tn de ' U)

U>r|; f ° 2 ] , (8)

(9)

an|f = H)|M

where Eqs.(8)-(11) satisfy the following resonance conditions,

respectively, I z)0(ro,Ej ,n) I = wj/2 for j = 1, 3, 5, ... ,

I /ie(ro,efc.ji)l = T±/2 for fc = 0, 2, 4 I J6(ro,ei ,\i) I = xi/4

for I = 1, 3, 5, ... , and I A6(ro.en,n) I = 7tn/4 for n = 0, 2,

4 Here Ae , x are the energy width and radial position of

particles in the neighborhood of Cj.k.i.n' ( resonance energy satisfying

the resonance conditions ) and r for given n, while tn is the

particle transit time from one end to the other.

To determine the neoclassical resonant-plateau transport we use

drift kinetic equation with Krook collision operator,

dx_d£ + MM = - v (f - fH)

.e.ji) = /»(ro,e) + S/(ro,e,e,n) , (13)

/«(ro,£) = n ( r o ) ( ^ r e x p { - ^ f > } . (14)
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Here n, T are plasma density, temperature, respectively, *, the

electrostatic potential, m, the particle's mass, and v, the collision

frequency. Linearizing Bq.(12) with respect to / by using

Eqs.(13)-(14) and assuming (dx/dt)(d8f/dr0) < (,d6/dt)(d8f/d8) we

obtain

dxdftt dBdSf ..

di-WT + ITae ~ ~ vSf •

By Fourier transforming Eq.(15) in 0 we obtain

- e.) - iW,

The radial particle flux averaged over the flux surface is given

as
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where vu is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field line. By

introducing Eqs. (8)-(11) and (16) we obtain the expression of the

radial flux,

r

Here Ls = vit». We define the radial particle flux for the case of

circular equipotential surface as V^r which is given by letting

f» k=0 for fc=l,2 in Eq.(18). With the assumption that frfli and fr9
2

are smaller than unity, rr in Eq.(18) is approximated to be

09)

Here we choose the ratio bo/oto for the specified resonance number j
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(I dO(ro,e,r/J) I = 7tj/2 ) which has the main contribution to r15, .

For the effectively axisymmetrized tandem mirror such as G4AM 10,

bo/cto is written as ( see Appendix in Ref .5 )

^ ^ T" K,dz / ( P i^sin (2(6(z) - 6a] } dz

x sin{2(6p - 6 a n ] - (20)

Here we have assumed that vw is constant in the nonaxisymmetric

region. Notations are the same as in Ref.5. The geodesic and normal

curvatures are given as Ke = ketpcos2B , K+ = K+/2 + [ica/2) sin20>

respectively, with 2xip being the magnetic flux. In GWi'M 10 the ratio

I bo/ao I for the resonance number j is 13.0(j = 1), 4.35(3), 2.63(5),

1.94(7), 1.60(9), 1.45(11), 1.45(13), 1.61(15), 2.09(17), 3.48(19),

respectively, for sin {2[9P - fla) } = 2/TC . So we may take

I bo/ao I ~ 2.0 for j ^ 5 resonances in G4>M4 10. In Fig.l(a) (e\ is

estimated to be ~0.3, while (ei ~ 0.6 in Fig. 1 (b). Therefore the

enhancement of the neoclassical resonant transport due to the

noncircular equipotential distribution is small in the case of

Fig.l(a), while not negligible in Fig.l(b). In order to decrease the

enhancement factor down to 2, it is necessary for ?'i and f®2 to be

smaller than 0.4. Adjusting the shining optics of the ECRH is

required for the circularization of the potential to this level in

Fig.l(b) case.

The essential assumption required for the above analysis is that
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the magnetic flux tube which lies on an equipotential contour at one

point must be on an equipotential contour at any axial point. In

GAMBIA 10 the plug/barrier region consists of the axisymmetric mirror

cell so that the ECPH injections in the same direction are allowed in

the both plug/barrier regions. If the plugs are in quadrupole cells,

the shining angle of ECRW should be rotated by x/2 to each other as in

TblX-U 4 . Even with this amendment the magnetic flux tube which lies

on an equipotential surface at one end is not generally on an

equipotential contour on the other side. In the case that the

potential contours do not map to each other, the particle radial

displacement per bounce has been estimated as 6,

Ar -- {a + S$LS / rBv\\) cos {2(6 + /?)) , where 6* is the deviation

from the axisymmetric potential. The E*B drift exceeds the VB

drift, so that the radial transport stemming from the VB drift is

much smaller than that from the nonaxisymmetric potential.

In summary the neoclassical calculation in this letter points out

the importance of the potential contour matching along the magnetic

flux and gives the required symmetry of the contours for reducing the

radial transport.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l

Two dimensional contour plots of electrostatic potential at the

barrier region of the GAMBIA 10 tandem mirror as determined with

Au° beam probe. The magnitude of the electrostatic potential is

measured .from the grounded limiter installed at the wall. The

main difference in the experimental conditions is that ECRH power

is moderate for moderate density in (a), while it is high for low

density in (b).
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